Valley Cycles and Leisure Hire Agreement
You confirm that you are over 16 (children under the age of 16 must be accompanied by an adult at all times during the hire and and an adult must
therefore complete this form)

and I/we can ride a cycle safely and not adversely affect the control of a cycle. I/we confirm that I/we have no health or
medical problems that should prevent us to carry out the activity which may make it more likely that I/we be involved in an incident which could result
in injury to myself or others.
I confirm that I/we have been encouraged to wear a safety helmet, which is available free of charge with the bicycle(s). I also understand that should
I/we not wish to use a helmet provided, I/we are undertaking the activity at my/our own risk and do not hold Valley Cycles & Leisure responsible for
any injury to myself/ us or third party.
I confirm that I and all other persons using the bicycle(s) hire have the necessary experience and competence to ride the vehicle safely and undertake
the activity and will ride them within their own competence and limits and are undertaking the activity at my/our own risk.
I understand that I/we the hirer(s) are hiring the equipment from Valley Cycles & Leisure, Sandwell Valley Country Park, West Bromwich and that a
£20 deposit is required to secure the hire which will be refunded to me at the end of the hire agreement and agree to return the the bike(s) at the end
of the duration of the hire as dictated below to Valley Cycles & Leisure. I/we also understand that failing to return the bike at the designated time and
place will result in a late fine penalty of £5 per 15 mins late per vehicle which will be deducted from my initial deposit.
I understand that Valley Cycles has agreed to provide me/us with a bicycle(s) in good working order and I confirm that a member of staff has
demonstrated how to use the bike safely and that the bike is in full working order prior to the start of the hire period. In the event of a breakdown of the
bicycle(s) during the hire period, I/we agree not to tamper with the equipment or attempt any repairs or adjustments but will ensure that the use of the
bicycle(s) is ceased immediately and is returned to Valley Cycles & Leisure for further inspection. I also understand that any damage caused to the
bicycle(s) that upon inspection by Valley Cycles and Leisure is not deemed as fair wear or tear in their opinion, I will be held responsible for the
reasonable costs of repair or replacement for any such loss, damage or theft which will be charged to my card.
I/we agree that should we decide to terminate the hire earlier than the designated return time below I/we are not entitled to any refund and are still
liable for the full price of the duration of the initial hire agreement and have returned the bike/ vehicle on my/our own discretion. I also agree that
should the hire be returned within the first 5 minutes of hire a £5 admin charge will incur.
I understand that I/we have been shown the cycle route available and agree that for my/our own and general public safety, I/we will not cycle outside
of those perimeters and will be fined £10 if found using the vehicle outside the designated
 area.
 (Surrey bikes are NOT permitted in Dartmouth
Park or over

the
 bridge and a fine WILL be charged if seen in these areas).
In the unlikely event of an accident, or loss or damage to my personal effects, I acknowledge that Valley Cycles will not be liable for any direct or
indirect loss, damage or injury arising from or in connection with the activities (except for death or personal injury caused by Valley Cycles negligence)
and I waive all and any claims against Valley Cycles in this respect.
* Full terms and conditions can be found on our website.
Home Address:

Signed__________________________________ Print Name_________________________________ Date_________________

Mobile Tel__________________________________ Home number_____________________________
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------To be completed by staff only

Bike/Bikes Used

Kids Bike

Standard Bike

Standard bike
with trailer or
tagalong.

Tandem

No. of Bikes
Time to be Returned
Helmet Used

DEPOSITS
Tick Appropriate *

Drivers License

Passport

Deposit Left Amt
£

Tri-Cycle

Small
Surrey

Large
Surrey

